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Useful hypertext is constrained by the need for users to be able

to �nd documents about similar topics without extensive navigation.

We show how examining the properties of a graph built by a docu-

ment's hypertext links can be used to evaluate the usefulness of the

document. To formally measure the quality of hypertext linking in a

corpus, we compare the semantic similarity of pairs of documents with

the minimum number of links between their corresponding nodes in

an analogous hypertext graph. We use the measure of document-to-

document similarity computed using latent semantic indexing as our

measure of semantic similarity. Our method has been applied to a

corpus composed of Usenet messages.

Introduction

We present a new method for evaluating the usefulness of hypertext links
and we present experiments using this method. Each experiment made use
of the same corpus of 1608 documents from approximately 320 authors. The
documents were drawn from the main Usenet newsgroup about computer
graphics. A typical document in the corpus had 200 words.

Hypertext is any form of `non-sequential writing | text that branches
and allows choices to the reader, best read at an interactive screen' [1].
Linked hypertext is the most prevalent form of hypertext today. In such a
document, users navigate between chunks of text by following links. Our
goal is to create linked hypertext that will be useful for browsing. We
compare the semantic closeness of documents with the number of links in
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the shortest path between them as a measure of how well the links create a
structure for browsing.

What is good hypertext

Useful hypertext is constrained by the need for users to be able to �nd docu-
ments about similar topics without extensive navigation. Hypertext naviga-
tion can be di�cult when users must choose from an overwhelming number
of links or when they must follow many links to read related documents.
Furthermore, practical hypertext documents require most text chunks to be
reachable from each other.

If links make explicit connections between documents that already share
the same topic, i.e., are semantically close, then the most closely related
documents will have direct links between them. Similarly, if two documents
are directly linked, then they should be semantically close. If a user must
traverse many links to go from document A to document B, then A and
B should be semantically further than another pair of documents that are
fewer links away from each other.

Automatic conversion into hypertext

A major obstacle to more e�cient use of information is the di�culty of
converting existing documents into hypertext documents. Unlike our exper-
iment, much of the work in this area requires the use of highly structured
text [2, 3]. When people convert unstructured text into hypertext docu-
ments, they must form links between di�erent chunks of that text. In order
to make these links, they must read and understand the text well enough
to make connections between the parts. Since it is infeasible to have a hu-
man create thousands of links and evaluate them all [4], we have explored
methods for automatic link creation that do not require a person to read or
understand the text to build a hypertext document.

Experimental design

By comparing the link measure and semantic closeness, we formally measure
the quality of hypertext linking in a corpus (see Figure 1). If we think of
the text chunks in a hypertext as nodes and the links as edges, then the
link measure is reducible to the graph problem of computing the shortest
path between two nodes. The shortest path from node A to node B contains
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the minimum number of edges that must be traversed to go from A to B.
The link measure between documents A and B is exactly the shortest path
length between the corresponding nodes in the hypertext graph.
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Figure 1: Experimental
Design

We distinguish twomajor types of links: struc-
tural and semantic. Structural links act as cross-
references already present in documents. They
are quite straightforward and their quality was
not evaluated in the current experiments. The
connections formed by semantic links are based
on the ideas incorporated into the documents and
are the subject of the current experiments.

In our experiments, we created a graph repre-
sentation [5] of hypertext links by applying three
global weighting schemes | inverse document fre-
quency (Idf), entropy, and GfIdf [6] | in combi-
nation with local log term weighting. One edge
from each document to exactly the n most similar
documents (for a given n from 1 to 5) were cre-
ated in the corresponding graph. We computed
the similarity measure as the cosine of weight vec-
tors built using each of the weighting schemes
mentioned above. For example, in one of the ex-
periments we computed the Idf and log weights
for all terms in each document and connected
each document to the three most similar other
documents. The combinations of three weighting schemes and �ve outde-
gree values resulted in 15 di�erent experiments.

We compared the semantic closeness of pairs of documents with the
link measure between their corresponding nodes in the analogous hypertext
graph. We also considered the average path length between nodes as a
measure of utility. We use the measure of document-to-document similarity
computed using latent semantic indexing (LSI) to determine the semantic
closeness of pairs of documents [6].

The LSI document-to-document similarity measure is based on the doc-
ument vocabulary as it is used in the corpus | not in any external source,
e.g. a thesaurus. LSI was used on the basis of a report in the literature
[6]. However, recent results [7] indicate that there are some real di�erences
between the performance of LSI and other top IR systems. It is unclear how
the results of the experiments may have been a�ected by the use of LSI.
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Other IR systems could be used in place of LSI for the experiment.

Results

There are two considerations in selecting an appropriate conversion method:
1) the correlation between semantic closeness and link measure and 2) the
degree of connectivity in the resulting hypertext. Table 1 shows the com-
parison of measures for the hypertext built using Idf and log weights.

The second column shows the coe�cient of correlation [8] between the
semantic closeness and link measure for all document pairs that had a path
between them. This measure tells us whether closely related documents
are closely linked. Because high document-to-document similarities lead to
small path lengths, the correlations between the link measure and semantic
closeness are less than zero.

Hypertext graphs with single outdegree typically have large correlations,
but they connect only a tiny fraction of the documents in the corpus. A
hypertext system geared towards searching and browsing must have paths
between many documents. The �nal column presents the coverage, i.e., the
fraction of document pairs that have paths between them.

n Correlation Coverage
1 �0:7323 0:17%
2 �0:2775 1:18%
3 �0:0216 47:51%
4 �0:0164 76:59%
5 �0:0200 87:31%

Table 1: Properties of hypertext created using Idf-Log weighting with n

links from each document

Discussion

In a real hypertext system a coverage �gure of less than 50% means that
there is no way of navigating between most documents. This �gure is a
concrete way of describing the sparseness of the corresponding graph. The
smallest graph in our experiments | 4470 document pairs | was the com-
bination of the Idf and log term frequency weights with an outdegree of
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1.
The di�erences between the LSI measure and link measure can lead to

signi�cant di�erences in correlation �gures. LSI provides a measure of simi-
larity for every document pair but hypertext graphs may contain document
pairs with no path between them. Because the LSI similarity measure is a
real number and the shortest path is a whole number, the link measure is at
best an approximation of the semantic closeness of two documents. Small
di�erences in how the hypertext graph is made can have signi�cant conse-
quences for a linearly based comparison of the measures, viz. correlation.

Clearly, there is more information about document-to-document similar-
ity from the LSI measure than from the shortest path data. An examination
of the structure of the graphs reveals that when more links are permitted
path lengths tend to shrink as related documents become closely connected.
In our corpus, the greatest path length shrinkage occurred between graphs
with outdegree three and four. Shorter maximal paths will permit more
browsing as suggested by Raymond and Tompa [9]. As part of our future
investigation, we want to perform a more rigorous analysis that will allow us
to evaluate di�erences caused by the weightings used and the discretization
caused by the conversion to a graph.

There is interest in hypertext versions of Usenet articles although they
are shorter than those often used in IR experiments. The length of our
documents is not as critical as in many other IR experiments since we are
comparing all documents to each other. The hypertext we create can be
considered a single document composed of many chunks, where each chunk
is a document in the corpus. Both the computation of semantic similarity
and of weighting schemes used the cosine measure to normalize for document
length.

Conclusion

We show how examining the properties of the graph built by a document's
hypertext links can be used to evaluate the usefulness of that document.
This evaluation is primarily based upon a comparison of semantic closeness
and the link measure for all pairs of linked documents. We also examine the
maximal shortest path and the sparseness of the graph. This approach is
objective and particularly well-suited to large corpora. Our tests indicate
that a combination of global Idf and local log weights produces a better
linked hypertext than the other methods tested.
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